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Chinese Characters 



Chinese Dialects 

×Happy New Year in Dialects 

../Happy New Year in Dialects.flv


Dialects: 

Over 100 

Mandarin: 

885millions 

Total 

speakers: 

1.176billion 

1/5 of the 

World 

population 

Regions: 

China, 

Taiwan,  

Hong Kong, 

Singapore, 

Southeast 

Asia, and 

other regions 

with Chinese 

communities 
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~chinese/maps/map4.html 



http://sonicnovel.com/kanjia.html 
 

 

 

1500-950 BC (Shang dynasty)       on "oracle bonesñ 

 

25-220  AD (Late Han Dynasty)     being standardized (used in 

          Korea, Japan, Vietnam) 

 

1920sô          Mandarin began developed 

History 

http://sonicnovel.com/kanjia.html


Five tones/Pitch Changes 

 mother                         high level 

 flax        rising 

horse        falling and rising 

scold        falling 

a particle to questions neutral 

Difficulties: Intonation; adding a tonic value (often 

a falling tone) to individual syllables; speech may 

sound flat, jerky, or sing-song to English ears. e.g. 

You are welcome. 



Chinese Initials and Finals 

(Consonants & Vowels) 
Diphthongs: 

quicker,       

smaller 

tongue and 

lip movement  

[ei] 

Vowels 

distinction:  

bean vs. bin 

eat    vs.  it    

bag   vs. beg    

fool   vs.  full 

short vs. shot  

Consonants:        

no [v] sound    e.g. 

invite 

Final Consonants: 

duck 

Consonants 

clusters: crisps, 

sprouts, 

Rhythms and 

stress: Stress on 

words like the, a, to, 

etc. 

Multi-syllabic 

words: disjointed, 

e.g. others, 

significance, 

sophisticated 

Difficulties in pronunciation, stress, 

intonation, listening and understanding the 

spoken English 



Chinese Characters ( ) 

 
 (pictographs)̔      

depict directly 

 

Ԋ (Ideographs)̔ 

pointing out the facts 

 

ᴪ  (compound ideographs): 

 combination of meaning 

 

 (semantic-phonetic 

compounds) 



Monosyllabic Chinese Characters 

Morphology 

ÅWords usually consist of one or two morphemes for 

the most part of the language  

ÅNon-inflected language           

 Chinese uses word order, particles, adverbials, 

 prepositions and word order to indicate 

 grammatical  relationship. 

ÅDifficulties: -ed, -ing e.g. I like swim./ I go swim yesterday./ I go 

 swim tomorrow./ Swim is my  best favorite sport.  

 



Non-alphabetic/ Ideographic 

Writing System 

Difficulty in learning English spelling: 

ÅMistakes from incorrect pronunciation          

(e.g. significance spelt signinficance, signifincance or 

significace) 

Å Omission of syllables (e.g. determining spelt determing) 

Difficulty in learning to read English:  

Å Slowing down the speed of reading 


